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Market movers today


T oday is set to be another quiet day in terms of data releases. In the US, the NFIB Index
of Small Business Optimism for July will be released. Since the index soared at the end
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of 2016, it has drifted downwards and we expect this trend to continue. Hence, we expect
the index to come in at 103.


Ge rman trade balance figures for June are released today and are likely to attract
attention given increasing emphasis on the competitive German export industry and
potential protectionist retaliation. T he increasingly strong EUR may however eventually
lessen the German trade surplus (see Euro Area Research: Growth tailwinds dominate
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headwind from EUR near term , 4 August).


In China, we will get numbers for CPI and PPI for July tomorrow morning. When it
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comes to CPI inflation, we look for it to be broadly flat at 1.5% - still far below the 3.0%
target. We estimate PPI inflation fell slightly from 5.5% to 5.3%, as we believe base effects
pulled it down a bit.


For Norway, we have modified our forecast for core i nflation due on Thursday to 0.3%
m/m. If proven right , this would lower the yearly core inflation rate by 0.4pp to 1.2% in a
drop not least driven by significant base effects from July 2016’s significant rise in food
prices and air fares. As such, a drop in the yearly rate is widely expected by markets. Also
Norges Bank (NB) pencilled in a quarterly drop in the core measure to 1.08% y/y. As NB
no longer provides monthly inflation forecasts, it is difficult to deduce NB’s expectations
for T hursday’s print (first monthly print in Q3).
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Downbeat sentiment in the Asian session driven by Chinese trade data a nd rising North
Kore an tensions so the positive tone from the US session was thus partly reversed in Asian
trading. EUR/USD edged higher after Fed officials pointed to the weak US inflation picture and
US yields eased a little.
Chinese July trade figures overnight came in on the weak side with export growth (in CNY
terms) weakening to 11.2 (from 17.3 last) and import growth down to 14.7 (from 23.1). That
said, yesterday’s Chinese foreign reserve data showed that capital inflows continue and thus that
the outflows over 2014-16 appear to have been effectively halted. As a result, USD/CNY
(onshore) fell below the 6.70 mark, the strongest level in 10 months.
Te nsions around North Korea rose further overnight following the UN-imposed sanctions
ove r the weekend as the Pyongyang regime said it would not negotiate and indeed never intends
to give up its nuclear programme. Both the US and China have underscored the heightened
seriousness of the situation with the US noting that North Korea has now been ‘put on notice’ , and
China, which backed the UN sanctions vote, noting that we are close to a ‘crisis point’. For details
of possible market implications in the event of a military conflict surrounding North Korea, see
Research: The rising risk from North Korea - and what it means for markets, 27 April.
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Scandi markets
T he credit indicator (C2) is released in Norway today, where we may start to see the effect of
the slowdown in the housing market, but the release is unlikely to move markets even if Norges
Bank closely follows the release.

Fixed income markets
It was a calm start to the week in the EUR FI market with the monthly QE figures being the
most interesting so far. T he overall PSPP was unchanged (EUR51.9bn in July versus
EUR51.6bn in June). However, zooming in on country specifics, the French PSPP purchases
decreased by EUR700m relative to June, while the figure in Italy increased by EUR300m. T he
French purchases are not running below the capital key despite the decrease, while in the case
of Italy it means further capital key deviation. This raises the question of whether the capital key
deviation is becoming increasingly discretionary rather than the mechanical approach that has
been used up until 2017. Purchases by Ireland increased by EUR80m - likely related to the
ongoing cancellation of the former promissory n otes and the run rate could be even higher with
further cancellations of Eurosystem holdings as we approach year end. Note also that the July
purchases were characterised by decent extension in the average maturity of the overall
purchases (see details here). T here are no real market movers in the global calendar today, but
in the primary market Austria is tapping EUR1.1bn in the 23s and the 47s.

FX markets
In the majors we have seen EUR/GBP continue to edge higher on the back of last week’s Bank
of England meeting (see our review here). Over the coming 1-3 months, we expect EUR/GBP
to move higher still on the back of a strong EUR, political uncertainty and BoE repricing. We
expect the cross to trade within the 0.90-0.92 trading range and forecast it at 0.91 in 1M and 3M.
In the Scandies, EUR/NOK saw support in yesterday’s European session on the back of general
EUR strength, weaker-than-expected manufacturing production and the oil price moving lower.
T his seems to have triggered selling interests in the US session amid a higher oil price and thin
liquidity erasing the cross’s gains. Our fundamental predisposition remains to sell EUR/NOK
but as noted in NOK flash comment – take profit on EUR/NOK risk reversal, look to re-sell at
9.40, 26 July, we think better entry levels will emerge. Last week the pace of speculative NOK
buying eased and we suspect this could ease further in the coming weeks irrespective of
yesterday’s late price action. T echnically, the cross has found support at the recent bullish trendline and we await a sustained break below as verification of a bearish flag format ion. Also we
note that EUR/NOK remains oversold according to our short -term financial models (fair value
of 9.42) which reflects the fact that the July drop was larger than a historical relationship to
relative rates, risk sentiment and the oil price would suggest.
EUR/SEK also headed higher yesterday despite no significant news. T he last few weeks have
been characterised by sharp intraday drops on the back of strong Swedish macro data (inflation,
GDP) and then it has slowly edged higher, all within a range of 9.51-9.63. It seems like the real
trigger for a sustained rebound in the SEK is still lacking. T his week offers Swedish production
data on T hursday which is a potential market mover. But more important are the inflation
numbers next week, where our CPIF forecast is three tenths above the Riksbank and thus could
pull the pair lower. We target the cross at 9.60 in 1M and 9.50 in 3M.
In South Africa, there will be a secret ballot on a motion of no-confidence in president Zuma in
the national assembly today (the discussion will start at 2pm). T he vote was announced by the
National Assembly speaker yesterday after calls from the opposit ion over a series of corruption
claims against president Zuma. T he no-confidence motion requires the backing of a majority of
the 400 lawmakers to pass. T he fact that the ballot is secret increases the chance that ordinary
ANC members will vote against president. T he rand strengthened by almost 1% against the USD
to 13.25 yesterday on the news. If the motion passes in parliament , we may see a break below
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13 for USD/ZAR as president Zuma is increasingly seen as undermining the economic and
political prospects of South Africa. If the vote does not pass, the upward reaction in the cross
may be more muted as the market thinks that president Zuma’s days are numbered given that,
now aged 75, he is due to step down as leader of the ANC party in December and as president
in 2019. Our end-September forecast for the USD/ZAR rest s on him staying in power and hence
if the no-confidence vote should pass, this creates significant downside to our projection.
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